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Bioinorganic CatalysisCRC Press, 1999


	Catalysis has been an extremely important area within chemistry and has been

	well described over the course of the last few decades. Biocatalysis is a more

	recent branch of catalysis in which the catalyst and the process originate from the

	biological sciences and deals with enzymes. In the previous decade, a monograph

	dealing...
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Homogeneous Catalysis with Metal Complexes: Kinetic Aspects and MechanismsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Homogeneous catalysis by soluble metal complexes has gained considerable attention due to its unique applications and features such as high activity and selectivity. Catalysis of this type has demonstrated impressive achievements in synthetic organic chemistry and commercial chemical technology.


	Homogeneous Catalysis with Metal...
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Electric Refractory MaterialsCRC Press, 2000


	This book provides a state-of-the-art overview of electric refractory materials as exotic materials

	(i.e., metallic and semiconducting refractory materials) from fundamental properties to application

	in a wide variety of electronics. The metallic ceramics or metalloids are the transition metal

	carbides, nitrides, and diborides of...
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3D Game Textures, Second Edition: Create Professional Game Art Using PhotoshopFocal Press, 2009

	Finally the eagerly-awaited next edition of Luke Ahearn's cornerstone game art book: 3D Game Textures is on its way. The book will be refreshed per the latest revision of Photoshop and the latest game industry trends and developments. 3D Game Textures allows next-gen game artists to learn to create everything from bricks to books in...
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Build Your Own CNC Machine (Technology in Action)Apress, 2009

	Do you like to build things? Are you ever frustrated at having to compromise your designs to fit whatever parts happen to be available? Would you like to fabricate your own parts? Build Your Own CNC Machine is the book to get you started. CNC expert Patrick Hood-Daniel and best-selling author James...
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Nanotechnology Applications to Telecommunications and NetworkingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Be a part of the nanotechnology revolution in telecommunications
This book provides a unique and thought-provoking perspective on how nanotechnology is poised to revolutionize the telecommunications, computing, and networking industries. The author discusses emerging technologies as well as technologies under development that will lay the...
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Uncertainty and Optimization in Structural Mechanics (Mechanical Engineering and Solid Mechanics)John Wiley & Sons, 2013

	Optimization is generally a reduction operation of a definite quantity. This process naturally takes place in our environment and through our activities. For example, many natural systems evolve, in order to minimize their potential energy. Modeling these phenomena then largely relies on our capacity to artificially reproduce these processes....
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Environmental Nanotechnology: Volume 2 (Environmental Chemistry for a Sustainable World, 21)Springer, 2018

	
		This is the second volume on Environmental Nanotechnology. The first chapter discusses the synthesis of nanomaterial and mainly the green synthesis of inorganic nanomaterials. Furthermore, a comperative discussion about resistive and capacitive measurement of nano-based biosensor is reviewed and the efficient delivery of...
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Build Awesome Command-Line Applications in Ruby 2: Control Your Computer, Simplify Your LifePragmatic Bookshelf, 2013

	Speak directly to your system. With its simple commands, flags, and parameters, a well-formed command-line application is the quickest way to automate a backup, a build, or a deployment and simplify your life. With this book, you'll learn specific ways to write command-line applications that are easy to use, deploy, and maintain, using a...
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CIL Programming: Under the Hood of .NETApress, 2002
This resource covers the essentials of programming the CIL, and discusses the basics of what .NET assemblies are and how manifests fit into the picture, as well as how to create assemblies in .NET.

	Shows how and why programmers “touch the metal” and program CIL directly
	Includes information on the...
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Neurodegenerative Diseases and Metal Ions: Metal Ions in Life SciencesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006

	About the Series...


	Metal Ions in Life Sciences links coordination chemistry and biochemistry in their widest sense and thus increases our understanding of the relationship between the chemistry of metals and life processes. The series reflects the interdisciplinary nature of Biological Inorganic...
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Practical UML Statecharts in C/C++, Second Edition: Event-Driven Programming for Embedded SystemsNewnes, 2008
Streamline your embedded code projects with just one book - Miro Samek presents UML statecharts - a practical, time-saving design methodology!     

Practical UML Statecharts in C/C++ Second Edition bridges the gap between high-level abstract concepts of the Unified Modeling Language (UML) and the actual programming aspects of modern...
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